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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, KAMRUP (M) 

C. R. Case No:  1149c of  2014 

u/s 304-A/34, IPC 

 
Smti Minati Bora      .…..       Complainant 

-vs- 

1. Sri Suresh Prasad 

2. Sri Rameswar Prasad 

3. Sri Ranjit Biswas      ……             Accused 

 
 
Present: Sri Sarfraz Nawaz, A.J.S. 

     Evidence recorded on :       26.10.16 

01.12.16 
30.12.16 

     Arguments heard on   :      20.01.17 

     Judgment delivered on:      02.02.17 
 
Appearing for the Complainant  : Sri D. R. Saikia 

Appearing for the Accused        : Sri A. U. Ahmed, Sri R. Konwar 
 

JUDGMENT 

1. The accused persons, Sri Suresh Prasad, Sri Rameswar Prasad and Sri 

Ranjit Biswas, have stood trial for an offence punishable under sections 304-A/34 

of the Indian Penal Code (hereinafter called IPC) as alleged against them by the 

complainant, Smti Minati Bora. 

Allegation 

2. The allegation brought in by the complainant is summarized as 

follows. On 30.03.2014, her husband, Narendra Bora along with the carpenter, 

Sri Ranjit Biswas went to purchase plywood from the shop (Anit Enterprise) 

owned by Sri Suresh Prasad and Sri Rameswar Prasad. Later, she was informed 

that godown materials had fallen on his head and he succumbed to his injuries. 

The complainant has alleged that the materials were kept inside the godown 

negligently and it was on account of this negligence that her husband died. The 
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complainant has further alleged that the accused persons shifted the dead body 

of her husband from inside the godown to outside the shop and thereafter fled 

away from the shop. 

Complaint, Cognizance and Trial 

3. The complainant filed a petition under section 156(3), Criminal 

Procedure Code (hereinafter called the CrPC) before the Hon’ble Chief Judicial 

Magistrate, Kamrup (M) in relation to the aforesaid allegation. On receipt of the 

petition, the same was transferred to this Court for disposal.  

4. Initially the instant case was stayed as per Section 210, CrPC as 

already a police investigation was underway in the Gorchuk Police Station. 

However, subsequently, that investigation culminated in a Final Report and the 

instant case was revived.  

5. The petition under section 156(3), CrPC was treated as a complaint. 

The statements of the complainant were recorded under section 200, CrPC. 

Thereafter, my learned predecessor-in-office conducted an inquiry under section, 

202, CrPC. Finding sufficient materials for proceeding against the accused 

persons, Sri Suresh Prasad, Sri Rameswar Prasad and Sri Ranjit Biswas, 

processes were issued against them under sections 304-A/34, IPC.  

6. On receipt of the court processes, the accused persons appeared and 

the particulars of offence under sections 304-A/34, IPC were explained to them 

to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

7. The prosecution examined the complainant, Smti Minati Bora as PW-

1, Smti Asha Moni Bora as PW-2, Sri Dilip Bora as PW-3 and Sri Siba Bora as PW-

4. The accused persons were then examined under section 313, Criminal 

Procedure Code. They denied all the allegations. However, the defence declined 

to adduce evidence.  

8. I have heard the arguments of the learned counsels for the 

complainant as well as the accused persons. I have also carefully gone through 

all the evidence adduced on record. 
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POINT FOR DETERMINATION 

9. Whether the accused persons, on 30.03.2014 at the shop of Anit 

Enterprise at Gorchuk, in furtherance of their common intention, caused the 

death of the complainant’s husband by their negligent actions and thereby 

committed an offence punishable under section 304-A/34, IPC? 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF 

10. The depositions of the prosecution witnesses are almost verbatim 

similar. The complainant, Smti Minati Bora deposing as PW-1 has stated that her 

husband, Narendra Bora, accompanied by the carpenter, Sri Ranjit Biswas had 

gone to purchase plywood. At around 12:00-12:30 p.m., her son, Sri Siba Bora, 

called her. He told her that Sri Ranjit Biswas had informed him that Narendra 

Bora had sustained injuries from the fall of plywood upon him. She immediately 

rushed towards Gorchuk. Upon arrival, she found that her husband was lying 

outside the shop. They immediately took him to Hayat Hospital. But the doctors 

pronounced him dead on arrival. 

11. PW-2, Smti Asha Moni Bora, PW-3, Sri Dilip Bora and PW-4, Sri Siba 

Bora have reiterated what PW-1 deposed.  

12. I have considered the prosecution evidence in its entirety. It appears 

that none of the PWs were eye-witnesses to the incident. All of them arrived at 

the scene of occurrence after considerable time had passed. However, the 

learned counsel for the complainant has argued that though there is no direct 

evidence to implicate the accused persons, the circumstantial evidence is cogent 

and reliable enough to arrive at the finding that the death of Narendra Bora was 

caused on account of the negligence of the accused persons.  

13. On the face of the prosecution version, the defence has raised the 

plea that the complainant being bereaved by the death of her husband was 

looking at scapegoats and is, hence, blaming the accused. The defence has not 

denied the death of Narendra Bora. That is evident from the suggestions put in 

to the PWs (especially PW-1). The defence has, however, taken strong objection 

to the claim that the death was the result of the negligence of the accused. 
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14. I have considered the rival pleas of both the parties. Let me enunciate 

my decision on the basis of the evidence available on record.  

15. On consideration of the testimonies of the PWs as well as the 

suggestions put to them, it is clear that there is no dispute as to the fact that on 

the date of the incident, the deceased, Narendra Bora had gone to the shop of 

the accused persons, Sri Suresh Prasad and Sri Rameswar Prasad. There is also 

no dispute to the fact that the accused, Sri Ranjit Biswas was alongside him at 

that very moment. Another undisputed fact is that the deceased met his tragic 

end at the shop of the accused persons. These facts, being undisputed, stand 

proved. 

16. However, that being said, the prosecution evidence does not reveal 

how the deceased met his end. Though the learned counsel for the complainant 

has argued that the death was caused by the cumulative negligence of the 

accused persons, however, there is no material to suggest it. It does not require 

repetition that it is the burden of the prosecution to establish its case and not 

vice versa. Till then, the accused will have to be presumed innocent. That is the 

cardinal principle of criminal jurisprudence.  

17. The learned counsel for the complainant has argued that the 

culpability of the accused persons stems from the circumstantial evidence. To 

this, the learned counsels for the defence have argued that no such inference 

can be drawn as the evidence only points towards the presence of the deceased 

along with the accused and nothing more than that.  

18. I have deliberated over the point of proof by circumstantial evidence. 

19. Let me point out here that in order to arrive at a conclusion of guilt 

from the point of view of circumstantial evidence, it is highly imperative that the 

chain of evidence should show that in all human probability the act must have 

been done by the accused. It must leave no room for the innocence of the 

accused. The prosecution evidence must be able to establish an unbroken chain 

of events that would lead to one and only conclusion qua the guilt of the 

accused.  
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20. In relation to the case in hand, it is apparent that the prosecution 

evidence falls way short of establishing such a golden chain of incriminating 

facts. I concur with the learned counsels for the defence that the evidence on 

record only proves that the accused persons were present at the time of the 

incident but that does not in any way prove that the death was caused on 

account of their negligence. There is no material to suggest that the accused 

persons, jointly or severally, had kept the plywood in such a manner as would be 

construed negligent. There is no material to suggest that the accused persons 

had willfully not taken adequate precautions vis a vis the plywood in the shop.  

 
21. Situated thus, it is my considered opinion that the prosecution has 

failed to prove that the accused persons, on 30.03.2014 at the shop of Anit 

Enterprise at Gorchuk, in furtherance of their common intention, caused the 

death of the complainant’s husband by their negligent actions and thereby 

committed an offence punishable under section 304-A/34, IPC  

ORDER 

22. Considering the discussions made above and after all deliberations, Sri 

Suresh Prasad, Sri Rameswar Prasad and Sri Ranjit Biswas are acquitted of the 

offence under sections 304-A/34, IPC and set at liberty forthwith.  

23. Their bail bonds are extended for a period of 6 (Six) months as per 

Section 437-A, CrPC. 

 
 Given in my hand and under the seal of this court on this the 2nd day 

of February, 2017.  

 
 
 

Typed by Me:                    Sri Sarfraz Nawaz 

                Judicial Magistrate First Class, Kamrup (M) 
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APPENDIX 

 

A.  Prosecution Witnesses:- 

PW-1: Smti Minati Bora 

PW-2: Smti Asha Moni Bora 

PW-3: Sri Dilip Bora 

PW-4: Sri Siba Bora 

 

 

B.   Defence Witnesses    :- 

None 

 

 

C. Prosecution Exhibits:- 

None 

 

 

D. Defence Exhibits:- 
None. 

 

 

 

 

Judicial Magistrate First Class, Kamrup (M) 


